


“This is some lovely music from Italy”
POSTROCKER.NL



“A haven for post rock listeners”
POST-ROCK ESSENTIALS



“It’s pure sunshine.”
ECHOES AND DUST





«Colour and sound do not admit of being directly com-
pared together in any way, but both are referable to a 
higher formula, both are derivable, although each for it-
self, from this higher law. They are like two rivers which 
have their source in one and the same mountain, but 
subsequently pursue their way under totally different 
regions, so that throughout the whole course of both no 
two points can be compared»

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Theory of Colours (Translated from 
the German by Charles Lock Eastlake, published by John Murray, 
Albemarle Street, London in 1840)



AI MARGINI DELLA CITTÀ (EP) 
out 1st January 2015

CLICK THE IMAGE TO LISTEN TO THE ALBUM

http://aimargini.bandcamp.com


It is a five tracks ep and one of them - Der Blauer Reiter 
- has two different releases: one with the full band - two 
guitars, bass and drums - and the other with the special 
contribution of Livio Minafra, an established jazz pianist.

The record represents a threshold in the post-rock world 
and its made of sounds, sonic carpets, obsessions, swe-
et melodies and unexpected wheelies towards wall of 
sound, in a balanced mix of the tradition of the italian 
rock alternative scene (Afterhours, Marlene Kuntz, CSI) 
and the master of european post-rock, band as Mo-
gwai, Sigur Ros, Mono, Explosions in the Sky and God is 
An Astronaut: two guitar, a bass and drums for shades 
of colors and emotions able to shift from the lightful 
white of the north until the bright red of deep south.



Tracklisting:

1. Nordkapp
2. Der Blaue Reiter
3. Strong Dream
4. Fighting Forms

5. Der Blaue Reiter (Piano Version)



Ai Margini Della Città are: 
Angelo Cantatore,
Francesco Curci, 

Giuseppe De Santis,
Aldo Strippoli.



FACEBOOK

TWITTER 

YOUTUBE

VKONTAKTE

https://www.facebook.com/aimargini.dellacitta
https://twitter.com/MarginiCitta
https://www.youtube.com/user/aimarginidellacitta
https://vk.com/aimargini



